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ABSTRACT 

We have made preliminary designs of tandem mirror fusion reactors 
burning D-T fuel and of fusion-fission (hybrid) tandem mirrors producing 
both fissile fuel and electricity. For the hybrid reactor, we find that 
by using stream-stabilized, 2XIIB-like plugs and by injecting 200-keV 
deuterium beams into a tritium-plasma target confined electrostatically in 
the solenoid (two-component operation), we obtain a useful Q (fusion 
power/injection power) near unity. The D-T tandem reactor parameters are 
optimized to obtain the minimum capital cost per kW(e) net. For $200/kW(e) 
of 1200-keV neutral beam injection power in the plugs and a solenoid cost 
of about $3 million per metre length, the optimum Q is near 5, To allow 
for more expensive injector costs, a higher D-T reactor Q of 10 is obtain
able with either increased power output or decreased neutron wall loading. 
Fokker-Planck calculations show steady-state Q * 5 for D-D tandem reactors 
burning only deuterium fuel and its reaction products, with most of the 
charged-particle fusion power recovered in a direct converter. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the introduction of the tandem mirror concept two years ago by 
Dimov et al.[l] and independently by Fowler and Logan L2], the feasibility 
of tandem mirror reactors (TMR:s) in terms of power density, magnetic 
fields, injector energies, and cost has largely been undetermined. We re
port here our preliminary evaluations of the economic and technical 
requirements for both D-T TMR's and fusion-fission (hybrid) TMR's. We have 
calculated significant Q (fusion powe-/injection power) values (Q * 5) for 
D-D TMR's, and so are also examining jhe possibilities for D-D reactors. 
We have identified several reactor components—high-field Nb3Sn magnets 
for the end mirror cells (plugs), high-energy, negative-ion-based neutral 
injectors, and solenoid blankets suitable for low neutron wall loading — 
which will be needed in all TMR's, and which will require extensive devel
opment. In addition, for several plasma physics questions crucial to TMR's 
—beta limits due to MHD ballooning instability in the solenoid, radial 
diffusion, and microstability of the plugs—theory (Refs. £2] and [3^ ) is 
not yet sufficiently quantitative to impose constraints on reactor design. 
However, we have not yet found technical design problems or existing 
theoretical stability requirements, that could not be accommodated in a 
suitable TMR design; therefore, we are sufficiently encouraged to continue 
our theoretical and experimental investigation of this concept. 

Previous work [lj showed that a TMR Q can be made arbitrarily large 
(even to ignition) by making the fusion plasma density in the solenoid 
sufficiently small compared to that in the plugs and the volume of the 
solenoid sufficiently large compared to the volume of the plugs. Limits 
on Q are imposed by the combination of an economic limit on reactor power 
output, a minimum solenoid plasma density n c to achieve an adequate 
fusion power density, and a maximum plug plasma density n p that can be 
confined with the highest practical magnetic fields. Balancing the cost 
of recirculating power with the cost of the solenoid and blanket, we find 
minimum reactor capital cost per kilowatt of net electric power ($/kW) at 
a typical Q **5 for 1000 MW(e) net power output. If neutral-beam injector 
costs were twice as high, and solenoid blanket and coil costs half as 
expensive as our initial estimates, the optimum Q would increase up to 
* 10. The tradeoff between Q, fusion power density, and reactor size 
determines the optimum parameter values for all tandem reactors — hybrid, 
D-T, and D-D. 

HYBRID TANDEM MIRROR REACTOR 

We know that if fissile materials are added to fusion reactor blan
kets, then economic power balance can be obtained with fusion Q's as low 
as 1 to 2, depending on the energy multiplication by fission in the blan
ket. Alternatively, adding fertile materials to the blanket allows one 
fusion hybrid reactor to supply fissile fuel to five or more fission re
actors; the economics would then also allow fusion Q's of order unity. 
Because of theii simple cylindrical geometry and low solenoidal magnetic 
fields, TMR's are ideally suited to accommodate the more complex blankets 
and maintenance of hybrids. 
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We have selected a two-component mode of operation for a hybrid TMR 
to minimize plasma confinement and technology requirements. In this mode, 
energetic deuterium beams (t-200 keV) are injected into a low-temperature 
tritium plasma target confined electrostatically in the solenoid. As with 
two-component operation of tokamaks £5]], a fusion Q x 1 can be obtained 
with electron temperature T e as low as 6 keV. Because the tritium 
plasma can have a much lower temperature than the reacting deuterons, 
tvo-component operation permits energy balance with a much larger loss 
rate of the tritium target than fusion with Maxwellian D-T plasma as 
considered by the Kurchatov group [6]. This in turn allows stream-stabil
ization of loss-cone modes in small plugs a few ion gyroradii in size, as 
presently done in 2XIIB [7]. Thus, a two-component tandem hybrid does not 
require classical ion confinement in the plugs, which can therefore be 
very small. 

The electron temperature that controls Q is determined by the tritium 
end loss rate required for stream stabilization of the plugs. Measure
ments [8] of the minimum flux J m i n of low-energy ions streaming through 
the midplane of the mirror-confined ions in 2XIIB at a ratio of plasma 
radius to gyroradius rp/p£ » 2 indicate a flux 

n T 3 / 2 

J . « 1.84 x 10" 1 4 E — - A/m 2 , (1) 
V57CR - 1) I v l p p 

where A£ is the mass number of the streaming ions, R- is the plug 
mirror ratio (enhanced by finite beta) and Ep is the average plug ion 
energy. (All energies and potentials are in keV, lengths are in metres, 
and densities are in m~'.) Recent 2XIIB experiments [9] indicate im
proved ion confinement as rp/p^ is increased up to 7, so we believe 
the streaming ion flux can be smaller than Eq. (1) by a factor of at least 
10 for larger hybrid TMR plugs with rp/pj ts 12. Since the plugs have 
negligible volume and the solenoid tritium flux dominates the end loss, 
the electron energy balance in this system is given approximately by 

— 3 2 
W 2 T e ) l T r c L c _ 2 , _ s i i ; 1 f* + T ) (2) 

— ~ 2 , i r

P HLirJ (*e V -( * ) • 

where nn and En are the deuterium component density and average energy, 
r c and L c are the solenoid radios and length, r p is the plug radius, 
T e£ is the Spitzer electron-ion equilibration time, and <t>e is the 
solenoid potential confining electrons (<te = 5 to 6T e, typically). As 
the left-hand side of Eq. (2) is largely the required solenoid beam injec
tion power, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be used to estimate that injection powers 
of order"-300 MW can sustain Te_=» 6 keV with plug densities np^ 5 x 10 2 0m , 
radii r p « 0.16 m and energies E p » 200 keV sufficient to plug a sole
noid producing <~10 MW/m of fusion power. With tritium ion cooling by 
charge exchange in a gas-feed source, we find that small density ratios 
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n p/n c « 2 to 3 give electrostatic confinement of tritium ions for 
typically 10 2 to 10 3 transit times. This reduction in tritium loss 
compared to frae flow allows the hybrid TMR to reach T a • 6 keV with 
less injection power at much lower magnetic field than required with 
unstoppered solenoids [10]. 

Using a zero-dimensional model coupling standard rate equations for 
energy transfer between hot deuterons, alphas, cold tritons, and 
electrons, we have evaluated the dependence of Q in the two-component 
tandem hybrid on solenoid length L c, injection energy ^ini (same 
E£ nj for plugs and solenoid), and plug midplane field BQ-. The 
deuterons and alphas are assumed to be mirror confined for a cooling time 
on the tritons and electrons. The triton electrostatic lifetime is 
calculated using analytic formulas by Pastukhov 111] with solenoid 
potential well depths <{>_ = T e ln(n„/nc) adjusted to give a total 
tritium loss rate of 2irrp2(jmj;n/io,1 . The plug ions are assumed to have 
E_ = i'inj and a lifoti e = T e i in the presence of ion-cyclotroa 
fluctuations as in the 2XI1B experiment. Sample tests of this simple 
model with Fokker-Planck calculations give the same Q values within 10Z. 
The results for Q as a function of L c, E^ nj, and BQ_ are shown in 
Figs. 1(a) through (c). With L c limited to less than 100 m for a 
practical power output, E£ nj less than 300 keV for efficient trapping, 
and Bo- less than 12 T for ffl^Sn plug magnets (R„ v a c = 1.3), Figs. 
1(a) through 1(c) show that two-component hybrid TMR's will be limited to 
Q < 1.5. As one example, Table I gives parameters for a hybrid TMR with 
reduced technology requirements (L c = 50 m, E£ nj = 200 keV, B 0 p = 7 T). 

D-T TANDEM MIRROR REACTORS 
Our preliminary study [12] of D-T TMR's was designed to determine the 

optimum parameters for minimum cost of power and to assess the sensitivity 
of reactor cost to variable limits imposed by economics and technology, 
e.g., net power output, plug injection energy, and plug magnetic field 
strength. The most important result of that study, summarized in Fig. 2, 
is that reactor cost ($/kW) minimizes at a Q x5 with a recirculating 
power fraction of 43% for a fixed power output of 1000 MW(e). The main 
reason for this result is that th. 100-m-long solenoid and blanket form 
the single most expensive reactor component ($3.2 million/m), while our 
initial estimate for the 1200-keV neutral-beam injector cost per injected 
kilowatt of $200/kW(e) is probably too low by a factor of at least 2. 
Hote in Fig. 2 the decrease in neutron wall loading r with increasing Q. 
The cost of recirculating power balances the cost of the solenoid only at 
high r , which is obtainable only at relatively low Q and high recircu
lating power. 

To understand the constraint on Q imposed by power density in TMR's, 
consider the following general expression for Q: 

0 , fusion c . (,s 
4 P (1 - f ) 2V + P V U J 

p p p c c 
where V c and V_ are the solenoid and plug volumes, respectively; 
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where 

1 2 P, . » T nf <ov> E (4) fusion 4 ic DT F w 

is the fusion power density in the solenoid with D-T ion density n£ c, D-T 
fusion reaction rate<av>DT (m^.g-l^ a n d fusion energy release 
E F - 17600 keV; where 

p ' n T ' 0 

is the plug injection power per unit volume with a plug ion confinement 
(n-r)_; and where 

(?)• P = P f I =-£ + P (6) 
c p p \V c / e 

is the solenoid input power per unit volume with an external injection 
power P e per unit of solenoid volume. The fraction f„ of plug injec
tion power that is transferred to the solenoid_ electrons by plug ions 
cooling on electrons and lost at average energy E T is given by 

Li 

E. . - <I"T + <f> + if + T ) 
f = - i H J - £ « £ ?— . ( 7 ) 

P E i n j 

We can define a solenoid power amplification 

«sol - ! ¥ i 2 £ - (8> 
c 

and, noting that Q increases monotonically with Q s oi, we can restrict our 
attention to the scaling of Q s ol> For energy balance in the solenoid, 
we require 

P * 
c 

T^(*e + T e + *c + T c + K -^T) 

i 2 r 
-r n . <av>__ I 4 IC DT I 

E a O f a E " 2 E r ( 1 " faB> ' I T c £ a t 

<av> 

•] 



where T c ia the ion temperature, <ov>cx/<avi> is the ratio of charge 
exchange to ionization, Bog • 3520 keV is the initial alpha energy, fag 
is the fraction of alpha energy transferred to the ions and electrons, 
E r is the mean reacting ion energy, and f a^ is the fraction of alphas 
that thermalize in the potential well. We assume that the thermal alphas 
diffuse out radially to a cold boundary layer by classical collisions with 
the D-T ions [13], allowing steady-state operation at a fractional thermal 
alpha density of 

C„ E -2-ss 4.5 * 1 0 1 9 f ,. <^v>VT" r 2 B 2 (1 - B ), (10) o n . at c. c c c ' 1C 

where B c is the solenoid field in teslas and g c is the solenoid beta. 
The fraction f̂ i- of alphas escaping radially carry out only 3/2 T c 

energy per alpha while the fraction (1 - f a t ) scattering out the ends 
carries cut two electrons with 2(£ + T e) energy per alpha. The 
product of D-T ion density and confinement time (nr) in Eq. (3) is 
given approximately by [14]: 

T /T T /T 
(n-r).. /* N /« \ 7.8 * 1 0 1 0 T 3 / 2 /n ? C /n \ e c 

(l">c~ TmZT) «\\Tf** (T )» (i * 4C ) (-5 MS*) .<"> 
a \ c/ ^ c/ a \ c' \ c/ 

where (nt)^ is the D-T ion salf-scattering time, <j>c = T g ln(n p/n c) 
and solenoid electron density n c = nie(l + 2C 0 ). By Eqs. (9) and (11), 
we see that Q a oi (and so also Q) increases monotonically with (nt) c and 
the parameter (np/nc)Te''rc* 

Clearly, to enhance the ratio T e/T c any auxiliary heating in a 
subignition solenoid should be selective to electrons. For the same 
reason, charge-exchange ion cooling benefits confinement. After that, Q 
can be increased only by increasing n_/nc, and since n_ is limited by 
plug magnetic fields and beta, the solenoid density n c must decrease, 
reducing fusion power density as n|. Economic T can be recovered at 
larger r c , but then total power output increases. 

By shirtening the transition length between solenoid and plugs, we 
may induce . onadiabaticity for the hot alphas so that f o t •* 0. By 
solving Eq. \9) together with ion energy balance for the density ratio 
np/ nc> giving Q s oi = 5, we obtain nearly the same n p/n c * 4 at T e 

•» 60 keV with f a t = 0 as with the classical scattering value fat w 0.7. 
Thus, hot alphas need not be confined at this value of Q s oi. To obtain a 
Q 8 0l = 20, however, containment of most hot alphas is essential, so that 
near ignition is achieved. 

To allow for higher neutral injector costs, Q must be increased in 
order for the recirculating power fraction to be reduced. Example param
eter values (not optimized) for a 1000-MW(e) D-T reactor with Q s oi • 20 
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and overall Q • 10, are given in Table II. Tritium plug ion confinement 
and hot alpha thermalization are derived from two-dimensional Fokker-
Planck calculations. Thermal alpha fractions are determined by Eq. (10). 
Direct electron heating is assumed to provide an added power input P e to 
the solenoid, such that P e V c/(P e V c + 2P p V p) E f e - 0.6. We assume 
equal generation efficiency, trapping efficiency, and cost per injected 
kilowatt for the direct electron heating as for the neutral beams. We 
assume lower values for Bgp and E£ nj in Table II than in Ref. [12] , 
exploiting direct electron heating which allows f_ « 0. We assume that 
small additional neutral-beam injections in field ripples near the outer 
plug mirrors raise the outer mirror densities to n c so that plug ions see 
only a potential of magnitude ij>c. We find that~3 MW of additional 
injection in outer field ripples can increase the plug CnT>p by a factor 
of 2, depending on Ei„j, through reduction of the local plug ambipolar 
potential. Combined generation and trapping efficiencies of 60% are 
assumed for both neutral-beam injection and direct electron heating, 
resulting in a recirculating power fraction of 27%. Because the solenoid 
is more than twice as long (Lc = 240 m) as at Q = 5, solenoid cost/m 
must be reduced by a factor of at least 2 for this reactor example to be 
near optimum with injected power costs of $400/kW(e). We believe solenoid 
cost/m can be so reduced if the blanket design is optimized for low power 
density. 

D-D TANDEM MIRROR REACTORS 

Because of linear geometry and because ions exiting from the solenoid 
have a directed kinetic energy due to a plug potential that is large 
compared to their thermal temperature, the tandem mirror system is ideally 
Suited to efficient direct conversion of the fusion energy released in 
charged particles. To exploit this unique advantage, we consider a cata
lyzed D-D fuel cycle in which the ^He and T reaction products are burned 
to increase the charged-particle fraction of fusion energy release to 
64%. Because high electron temperatures are needed to confine the fuel 
electrostatically, synchrotron radiation must be suppressed by a very high 
solenoid beta ( 3 C > 0.9), which prevents the charged-particle fusion 
energy from ultimately being radiated to the walls rather than being 
directly converted. Such high betas may be possible if one localizes 
radial density and potential gradients to a thin surface boundary layer. 

Using a multispecieB Fokker-Planck code, we have calculated the 
steady-state, two-dimensional velocity space distribution functions 
fj^(v,8) for the five ion species (D, T, ^He, a, p) involved. Fuel ion 
losses by fusion burnup in D-D, D-T, and D-'fte reactions appear as iso
tropic sources for the reaction products at their appropriate energies. 
The electron temperature is determined by a rate equation that includes 
ion-electron energy transfer, relativistic synchrotron and bremsstrahlung 
radiation loss, and end losses of <fe + T e for each ion charge lost. 
Escaping ^He and T ions are reinjected into the solenoid for complete 
burnup. Thermal alpha ash is assumed to have a classical radial diffusion 
time [13] 

T r - 3.9 x 1 0 2 1 / ^ " r V (1 -g c)/(n i In A ) , 
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where En is the mean deuteron energy, n^ is the density of Z 
and In A is the Coulomb logarithm. 

1 ions, 

The results for Q s o l are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the 
deuterium injection energy in the solenoid, and for various density ratios 
n p/n c and electron heating power fractions f e. Note that significant 
^sol ^ 4 . t 0 5 c a n b e achieved with several values of E£ nj anS n p/n c. 
For sufficiently long solenoids, the overall Q, including plug power, can 
approach Q s oi. As expected, the improvement of Q s oi with increasing n p/n c 

shows the beneficial effect of a deeper potential well for the ions. Also, 
a small amount of electron heating (f e » 0.09) benefits Q s oi, but with 
too much electron heating <f e » 0.6), the increased electron energy 
losses lead to lower Q a oi. A set of solenoid parameter values for 
f e = 0.09 is given in Table III. We have not yet attempted to carry out 
a complete reactor design based on this case, but it should be noted that 
the power recovered in a direct converter (charged fusion power minus 
radiation losses) is 2.3 times the solenoid injection power, so a simpli
fied reactor design may be possible if we eliminate thermal energy recovery 
in the blanket. 
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TABLE I . EXAMPLE PARAMETER VALUES FOR A Q 
TOO-COMPONENT TANDEM HYBRID REACTOR 

1.1 

Parameter Value 
So leno id l e n g t h , L c 

Solenoid radius, r c 

Solenoid electron density, n c 

Solenoid deuterium density, np 
Solenoid tritium density, n T 

Eleetrem temperature, T e 

Injection energies, E^nj 
Solenoid f ie ld , B c 

Plug f ie ld , B 0 p 

Plug density, n_ 
Plug radius, r p 

Fusion power 
Neutron wall loading, 
(at 1-m va i l radius) 

50 m 
0.37 m 
1.7 x 1020 m - 3 
6.3 x 1 0 1 9 m~3 

1.1 x 10 2 ° m"3 

6.0 tceV 
200 keV 
1.8 T (g c - 0.8) 
7 , 0 T orJXj = 2» 6p = 0-7) 4.6 xl0 2°m-y 
0.16 m (r / P i - 12) 

410 MH 
1 MW/m 2. 

TABLE II. 
Q 

EXAMPLE PARAMETER VALUES FOR A Q s o l 

10, 10 3 MW(e) D-T TANDEM REACTOR. 
20, 

Parameter Value 
Solenoid length, L c 

Solenoid radius, r c 

Solenoid electron density, n c 

Thermal alpha fraction, C 
Electron temperature, T e 

Solenoid ion temperature, T c 

Solenoid field, B c 

Plug density, n_ 
Plug field, B 0 p 

Plug radius, r p 

Plug injection energy, E ^ n : 
Plug injection current, l£ nj 
Neutron wall loading, r 
(at 1.9-m wall radius) 

240 m 
1.6 m 
5.5 x 1 0 " m- -3 
C.I 

50 keV 
34 keV 
1.6 T (B c = • 
5.5 x 10 2<W •3 
12.0 T <RP = 

(rrj/pi 
2 

0.47 m 
<RP = 
(rrj/pi 

600 keV * 

0.9) 

30) ' 
= 1.0) 

150 A (total, incident) 
0.60 MW/m 

TABLE III. EXAMPLE PARAMETER VALUES FOR A Q s o l 

D-D TANDEM REACTOR (Solenoid only). 
4.3 

Particle Mean enerjt 
Electrons 200 
Deuterons 288 
Tritons 358 
3He 295 
*He 438 
Protons 2687 

Density (10 1 Bm~ 3) 
47 
29 
0.6 
4.3 
2.4 
3.7 

Parameter Value 
Plug/solenoid density ratio, n D/n c 

Direct electron heating fraction, f e 

Deuteron injection energy, E£ nj 
Solenoid mirror ratio, R c 

Electron confining potential, 4>e 

(Solenoid radius) x (plasma internal field), 
L C B C / T 
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20 
0.09 
400 keV 
20 
865 keV 

1 m.-T 



Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Q for the two-component tandem hybrid as a function of (a) 
solenoid length L_, (b) solenoid and plug injection energy EjnJ, and 
(c) plug vacuum midplane field BQ_. In each, plug beta Bp » n p Ep/(B^ 
/8TT) » 0.7. Solenoid beta £>c » 0.8, and plug vacuum mirror ratio R * 

Fig. 2. D-T ,-eactor capital cost per kW(e) net as a function of Q • 
fusion power/injection power. The parameter r is the solenoid neutron 
wall loading in MW/m2. In all cases, S c " 0.7, Bp • 1.0, Rp vac " 1.07, 
and net power = 1000 MW(e). 

Fig. 3. Solenoid power amplification factor Q g o j for a D-D reactor as 
a function of deuterium neutral-beam injection energy into the solenoid 
Ei ni, and for the listed plug/solenoid density ratios n_/nc and 
direct electron heating power fractions f„. The product of solenoid 
radius and plasma internal field r cB 0 /[ - B e • 1 m • T. The solenoid 
plasita mirror ratio R c = 20. 
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